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I get ask the question quite allot, how do I go about printing my favourite photos on canvas and what
would be the best look to get. Well its actually very easy to have done and doesnâ€™t take much time to
put an order in with a professional canvas printing company, all you have to do is make sure the
resolution for the photos and images that you want to have printed are fairly high, something like a
files size of 1 to 2 megabyte and then you will always be guaranteed a quality looking canvas photo
print.

Canvas photo printing and canvas prints have been around for a very long time and its only just now
with all the different types home fashion wall decorations that seems to be taking hold that canvas
prints and purchasing art on canvas seems to be making a huge difference and a massive impact
on how we treat our photos and artwork and what great advantages a single canvas print can make
to a room, not only that but they are becoming more and more affordable unlike some of the certain
things in life that seem to be going up canvas prints can sometimes be an expensive thing but that
depends on who you decide to process and convert your photos as yes we all want quality but there
is allot of companies out there that con offer great canvas printing at a fraction of the cost to very
well established printing businesses.

When choosing which photos to have printed on canvas it always helps if you choose one that has
lots of colours and one that really means allot to you so that when you have it printed on canvas you
get so proud inside to hang it up on your wall and the good thing about that is canvas prints inkjet
inks last a very long time, this would be called the ink being lightfast. That may be something you
might want to keep in mind as a lightfast canvas print is good news and means it will last a very long
time and wonâ€™t fade to sunlight as fast as a normally canvas print would that has been printed using
a different type of ink like dye ink and from a certain type of printer.

There is certain types of hanging kits you may come across to when you first get your canvas print,
the normal type of hanging tab would be a metal hook that is tapped into the wall with two pins and
then there will be another part that can be attached to the back of your canvas print which rests on
the hook and that would be one way of hanging your canvas print, another way is to simply put a
nail in the wall and then take some string and place it across the back of your canvas prints with
putting in nails either side of the frame and then you will be able to hang the canvas on the string
which goes over the nail in your wall, you just have to make sure that the string on the back is tight
then you wonâ€™t have the canvas drooping down that much and it should sit on the wall perfectly.
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